Programme Summary
The Organisational Management and Leadership programme is designed for middle level and senior managers who need broader perspective on company operations. The programme will equip participants with advanced skills to understand, recognize and foster right management and leadership qualities in themselves and in others; innovative tools and concepts to drive business performance to the next level; allow participants to effectively handle managerial and leadership complexities and also allow participants to share experiences and ideas with other business leaders.

Target Audience
CEOs, Entrepreneurs, Business Leaders, Directors, Managers, Team Leaders, Supervisors, Public Office Holders, Senior Civil Servants, Political Appointees, State & Local Leaders, NGOs, INGOs and Individuals

Key Benefits
At the end of this course participants should be able to;

• Understand the quality of good management & leadership and design road maps to implement good organizational structure and leadership skills
• Understand, recognize, and foster the right structure and leadership qualities in self and others
• Develop a heightened awareness of external forces shaping global competition today leading to their ability to take critical business decisions
• Forge effective cross-functional teams
• Communicate more effectively at all levels by focusing on connecting to achieve a common goal
• Leverage management structure and leadership to re-position business for growth and profitability
• Balance technical concerns with strategic possibilities
• Execute better judgment by expanding your analytical and strategic skills
• Learn via experience sharing and networking with other participants
• Understand the role of financial planning in business management

NOTE: Participants should come to the training with their laptops. This is required for the financial model aspect of the training.
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